Disease severity related to VOC dominance in unvaccinated SARS-CoV-2 positive adults without risk factors in Sweden
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Abstract

Although the emerging SARS-CoV-2 variants of concern (VOC) have shown increasing transmissibility, their role for causing severe disease has not been fully clarified. Here, we studied changes in rates of hospitalisation and severe illness (subjected to high-flow nasal oxygen or admission to an intensive care unit during hospital stay) among all (n=685 891) unvaccinated SARS-CoV-2 positive adults without risk factors in Sweden from November 2020 to September 2021.

After adjustment for age, sex, and socio-economic factors, and with November 2020 (non-VOC period) as reference, the odds ratios (OR) for hospitalisation were 1.6-1.7 in March-May 2021 (Alpha VOC dominance) and 2.4-3.0 in June-September 2021 (Delta VOC dominance), and the ORs for severe illness were 1.8-2.1 in March-May 2021 and 3.1-4.7 in June-September 2021. This study shows that unvaccinated adults without risk factors, have had a gradually increased risk for hospital admission and severe illness when infected with the Alpha and Delta VOCs, respectively.
Since the autumn of 2020, certain linages of SARS-CoV-2 virus, i.e. variants of concern (VOC), have emerged and become dominating throughout the world. In Sweden, the Alpha VOC became dominating in the spring and the Delta COV became dominating during the summer of 2021 (Fig. 1A) [1]. In addition to altered transmissibility, the VOCs may harbour different virulence properties, e.g. the alpha VOC is associated with more severe disease than the first non-VOC lineages, as shown in previous studies [2, 3]. However, whether or not there is a further increased disease severity associated with the Delta VOC has not been fully clarified. Twohig et al. [4] found that the Delta VOC caused more hospitalisation and emergency care attendance than the Alpha VOC, although Taylor et al. [5] did not find any severity difference between the Delta period and the pre-Delta period among hospitalised COVID-19 patients.

In the present nationwide study, we aimed to study the rates of hospitalisation and severe illness among unvaccinated SARS-CoV-2 positive adults without risk factors over time and related to Alpha and Delta VOC dominance.

The study was conducted by the National Board of Health and Welfare in Sweden. It included all unvaccinated SARS-CoV-2 first-time test-positive individuals, 20-69 years old, without comorbidity and without care dependency and with positive test between November 2020 and September 2021. Nationwide register data on demographic factors, socio-economy (country of birth, education level, disposable income, main source of income), care dependency, comorbidity, hospitalisation, intensive care unit (ICU) admission, discharge codes, SARS-CoV-2 positivity data and anti-SARS-CoV-2 vaccination data were compiled, using the unique national personal identification number, as described previously [2, 6]. Individuals who were admitted to hospital, for any reason within 14 days after or 5 days before the first SARS-CoV-2 positive test, were considered hospitalised due to COVID-19. Those who either received high-flow nasal oxygen (according to a specific national discharge code) or were admitted to an ICU during their hospital stay were considered to have severe illness due to COVID-19.

Altogether, 685 891 unvaccinated SARS-CoV-2 positive adults without risk factors were included in the analysis. The distribution of these cases over the study period is shown in Fig. 1B. The characteristics of the study population changed over time. Patients admitted from November 2020 - February 2021 (second wave, non-VOC dominance, n=389 058), March-
May 2021 (third wave, Alpha VOC dominance, n=268 954), and June-September 2021 (post-wave period, Delta VOC dominance, n=27 879) were female in 52%, 48%, and 48%, had median age 41 years, 41 years, and 32 years; were born outside of Sweden in 27%, 23%, and 41%; and belonged to the lowest income quintile in 14%, 13%, and 24%; respectively.

Overall, the study group had a hospitalisation rate of 2.6% and a severe illness rate of 0.55%. Fig. 1C and D show changes in hospitalisation rates over time. After adjustment for age, sex, and socio-economic factors (Fig 1D), three different levels of hospitalisation rates were noted. With November 2020 as reference the odds ratio (OR) for hospitalisation was 1.6 – 1.7 in March - May 2021 and 2.4 – 3.0 in June – September 2021. A similar pattern with three levels was noted regarding severe illness (Fig. 1F). With November 2020 as reference, the OR for severe illness was 1.8 – 2.1 in March - May 2021 and 3.1 – 4.7 in June – September 2021. The changes in ORs for hospitalisation and severe illness over time were consistent in all income quintiles (data not shown).

Our analysis, which shows increased hospitalisation and severe illness rates in individuals without risk factors, coinciding with changes in viral dominance, supports studies showing that Alpha VOC causes more severe disease than non-VOC [2, 3] and that Delta VOC causes more severe disease than Alpha VOC [4].

Some potentially important factors that we were unable to account for must be mentioned. First, we do not know if the correlation between true infected individuals and test-positive individuals was stable over the study period. However, throughout the study period the testing capacity in Sweden was high and the recommendation for testing was stable. Second, COVID-19 hospital strain was low in June-September 2021 which may have led to lower thresholds to admit individuals with mild COVID-19. However, the threshold to treat patients with high-flow nasal oxygen or admit patients to an ICU is most likely not correspondingly influenced by COVID-19 hospital pressure. Third, the changing characteristics of the unvaccinated population may have influenced the results. However, the study results were supported by the fact that the stepwise increases in hospitalisation and severe illness remained after adjustment for age, sex, and socio-economy in all income quintiles.

In the end of November 2021 the number of SARS-CoV-2 positive individuals started to increase in Sweden, with clear dominance of the Delta VOC [1]. The increased rates of hospitalisation and severe illness in unvaccinated SARS-CoV-2 positive individuals, shown in
this study, must be considered in resource planning. It emphasizes the importance to decrease
the proportion of unvaccinated individuals in the population.

The methodology used lends itself for continuous monitoring of hospitalisation and severity
rates also after emergence of new VOC such as the Omicron VOC.
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Legend to figure

Fig. 1. A, Distribution of SARS-CoV-2 positive individuals overall in Sweden between November 2020 and September 2021 (left Y-axis), with the proportion (%) of Alpha variant of concern (VOC) and Delta VOC indicated on right Y-axis [1]; B, Distribution of unvaccinated SARS-CoV-2 first-time positive individuals 20-69 years old, without comorbidity and without care dependency; C, Crude rate of hospitalisation among unvaccinated SARS-CoV-2 first-time positive individuals 20-69 years old, without comorbidity and without care dependency; D, Odds ratios (OR) for hospitalisation among unvaccinated SARS-CoV-2 first-time positive individuals 20-69 years old, without comorbidity and without care dependency, with adjustment for age, sex, and socio-economy, with November 2020 as reference; E, Crude rate of severe illness, defined as care with high-flow nasal oxygen or admission to an intensive care unit, among unvaccinated SARS-CoV-2 first-time positive individuals 20-69 years old, without comorbidity and without care dependency; F, OR for severe illness among unvaccinated SARS-CoV-2 first-time positive individuals 20-69 years old, without comorbidity and without care dependency, with adjustment for age, sex, and socio-economy, with November 2020 as reference.